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Perspectives from Gene Anderson's bookshelf actual situation, needs, or capabilities. The plan thus fails, and is forgotten. Meanwhile, Tres Reyes continues to exist in substantial poverty. In 2009, the community barred further action by NGOs, but cannot stop annoying and erratic interference by Mexican government agencies.
José Martínez-Reyes' findings are similar to many of those who have worked in nearby communities, including: Ueli Hostetler (1996) Having worked over a 25-year period in nearby Chunhuhub, I can testify to José Martínez-Reyes' accuracy and insight. He is a first-rate ethnographer with a solid command of languages, previous research, and the field situation. I know Tres Reyes somewhat, know some of the people Martínez-Reyes mentions, and followed some of the plans and NGO activities he discusses. Occasionally I know some back stories; for instance, he discusses the heavy hand of the Amigos de Sian Ka'an ("Friends of the Sian Ka'an Reserve") as one of the heavy-handed, clueless NGOs. I recall that at first this was an idealist local group with sensible ideas, but the local leadership was muscled out by remote bureaucrats, leading to the problems Martínez-Reyes accurately describes.
He provides an excellent and well-organized theoretical framework drawn from literature on ethnoecology, moral economy, moral ecology, and critical studies of conservation. Especially useful is "Moral ecology" is a term recently coined in parallel with the term "moral economy." It certainly is the right term for the resource management strategies of the Yucatec Maya, for whom proper dealings with plants, animals, and the landscape is at the heart of ethical and moral behavior.
José Martínez-Reyes has worked for many years in the tiny, isolated community of Tres Reyes, Quintana Roo, Mexico. This community has the bad luck to be situated on the border of the vast Sian Ka'an nature reserve, a major biosphere reserve and a point of pride for Quintana Roo. Tres Reyes depends on milpa agriculture, plant gathering, and hunting, and thus affects the forest next to and even within the reserve. This has put it in the sights of government agencies and NGOs who try to prevent or regulate farming, hunting, and other local activities. Like other traditional Maya, the people of Tres Reyes have a thoroughly sustainable system, supported by ethical and religious teachings that range from careful fire control when the milpa is burned to taking no more animals than the game herds can spare. Ceremonies that have lapsed in more modern communities, such as the ch'a chaak to bring rain and the loj ts'oon to renew hunting luck (which involves minimizing overhunting), still serve to keep Tres Reyes in balance with its surroundings.
All this has meant little to outside agencies, which follow a typical pattern: a project-often good in concept, but poorly planned and implemented-is imposed on the local people. Some initial funding is provided, but not maintained. The local people try to adapt, but no one listens to them or attends to their Reviews Perspectives from Gene Anderson's bookshelf recent Latin American thought, such as the work of Arturo Escobar, Enrique Leff, and Victor Toledo, who have described similar situations and theorized the conflict between powerful but ignorant government or nongovernmental groups and less powerful but far more aware people on the land. The critical work of writers like James Igoe and Dan Brockington is also important.
Martínez-Reyes sees much of the problem as "neoliberalism," but only an attempted land grab by a local millionaire was "neoliberal" in the usual sense of the term (i.e., private enterprise run amok). The rest of the problem is better seen through Max Weber's view of bureaucracy: a powerful, impersonal force, taking on a life of its own, often intruding on local agency. James Scott's writings on the dysfunctions of modern states (notably Scott 1998) are useful here. Ethnobiologists will not only profit from the tight, well-constructed theoretical framework herein, but from the superb descriptions of hunting and milpa making.
The future is cloudy. "Post-conservation" might well mean no conservation-instead, the progressive destruction of the forest and agricultural system as is happening widely in the Yucatan Peninsula today. Hunting is almost certainly unsustainable now in the Tres Reyes area, despite ceremonies. The game is thoroughly shot out of most of the Yucatan Peninsula, and Yucatan state has saved its deer only by truly draconian conservation measures. Better management will come only when government agencies listen to local people, take them and their knowledge seriously, and invest time on the ground working with communities. Such a future is currently unlikely, given the rush to turn all of Quintana Roo into a macro-Cancun.
Having done research in the area, I am extremely glad to see an excellent ethnography that makes major theoretical contributions as well as practical applications.
